FIRE THE BOSS.

occupy. resist. produce.

OFFICIAL SELECTION
VENICE FILM FESTIVAL 2004

A FILM BY Avi Lewis AND Naomi Klein

A Co-Production of Barna-Alper Productions and the National Film Board of Canada

THE TAKE

Occupy. Resist. Produce. See This Film.

In Argentina, groups of workers are taking over bankrupt workplaces and running them democratically — without bosses. The Take, a political thriller directed by Avi Lewis and written by Naomi Klein, is one answer to the question posed by both critics and supporters of radical movements worldwide: “We know what you’re against, but what are you for?”

Take this opportunity to see this film in theatres and encourage others. Use it to inspire discussion and to organize action where you are.

CHECK OUT THESE CANADIAN ORGANIZATIONS WORKING FOR CHANGE


& AROUND THE GLOBE

Workers Without Bosses - workerswithoutbosses.net/ • Promote Direct Democracy - autonomista.org • Cooperative Social Economy - geo.coop/ • Protect Indigenous Rights - nasaacin.net • Fight Privatization - apf.org.za • Chain Worker Advocacy - chainworkers.org • Global Fight for Justice - narmada.org • Occupy, Resist, Produce - mstbrazil.org • Zapatistas - ezlnaldf.org • Znet’s Latin America Watch: zmag.org/LAM

ONLY IN THEATRES!

Starts Friday Oct 29th - TORONTO, VANCOUVER, MONTREAL

Starts Friday Nov 5th - OTTAWA

Starts Friday Nov 12th - HALIFAX, VICTORIA, CALGARY, EDMONTON, WINNIPEG

Sign up to spread the word and to find out where the film is playing near you:

www.TheTake.org